THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
an unfamiliar city of which, however, he possesses a map.
Every turn he takes is the subject of consideration and
reflection He is very conscious of his actions and the reasons
for them.
But if he makes the journey daily for some weeks he
ceases to ponder over each turn.   The choice of a certain
route has become habitual    If the habit is practised daily
for a longer period, it may become so firmly fixed that when
he wishes to go to some other destination than the town hall
he may find himself, without thinking, taking the habitual
path.   What has happened, in terms of neurone connection,
in this case ?   Compare it with the army    The case was at
first that the situation was reported right to the general
commanding, whose decision was made after some thought.
Later the action became  habitual.    The general-m-chief
no longer troubles himself about it.   What has happened
to the route taken by the messages ?   Have they been short-
circuited, and is the proper response made by some lower
officer without waiting for a reply from H Q ?   Or is it that
the messages still take the same course, going right up to the
general's office, but that their presence attracts no attention
there, and ready printed orders are just sent out, with no
delay, and by smooth working relays of messengers ?   In
terms of neurone action, we suppose that on first traversing
the route the incoming neurone messages describing the
situation are sent up to the brain, that large numbers of
neurones there flash nerve currents back and forth, and that
finally, other neurones carry messages which are relayed on
to the muscles.   When the action becomes habitual, has the
neurone circuit been short-circuited at some lower level,
or does the same set of neurones still respond, only without
hesitation and without so much consciousness accompanying
their activity ?
This is a question we cannot with certainty answer.
It is probable, however, that there is both some short-
circuiting and also some facilitation of the paths through
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